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First Health Advisory Acquires Jackson Health Tech Advisors 
 
April 30, 2021 
 
Washington, DC: First Health Advisory, a leading healthcare managed security services firm, announced 
it has completed its acquisition of Jackson Health Tech Advisors, a cyber risk consultancy serving health 
delivery organizations. This acquisition bolsters First Health Advisory’s growing risk management and 
security focused digital transformation solutions with the trusted team of experts at Jackson Health Tech 
Advisors. As part of the acquisition, Dan Stewart, President of Jackson Health Tech Advisors, will serve as 
First Health Advisory’s Executive Vice President of Customer Growth.  In this customer facing role, Dan  
will provide progressive guidance and organizational value as customers navigate the ever-increasing 
complexities of the healthcare security and privacy environment.    
 
“By virtue of its values, practices, and success, Jackson Health Tech Advisors was an ideal fit for First 
Health Advisory”, says Carter Groome, CEO at First Health Advisory. “Preserving the culture of our 
organization while expanding our solutions to address the emerging strategic needs of our customers 
was a catalyst in the joining our two firms” 
 
 “We are delighted to become part of First Health Advisory and help expand their leadership in the 
provision of privacy and security solutions to the healthcare industry” says Stewart.  “Together, our 
shared vision and significant healthcare experience and focus along with our comprehensive portfolio of 
services will provide unparalleled support to our customers as the marketplace continues to evolve.” 
 
About First Health Advisory: First Health Advisory is passionate about security and privacy in the 
healthcare domain.  Experts in managed security and risk strategy solutions, First Health Advisory 
collaborates with customers to safeguard their assets, preserve reputations, and protect balance sheets.  
Our advisors and programs derive value from investments in technology with the understanding that 
people have the most significant impact on an organization's security posture and its alignment with the 
goals of the business.  www.firsthealthadvisory.com 
 
About Jackson Health Tech Advisors: Jackson Health Tech Advisors is an IT Strategy and Cybersecurity 
services firm that provides end-to-end management consulting solutions exclusively to the healthcare 
industry. The comprehensive "Services as a Solution" approach enables the development of long term 
partnerships with healthcare organizations providing an appropriate level of services, support and 
guidance to address the current digital transformation challenges facing the industry. 
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